#Cumulative adjustment for multi-arm RCTs
#Priors for treatment effects d[1] <-0 # treatment effect is zero for reference treatment for(k in 2:NT){ d[k] ~ dnorm(0,0.0001) } #Priors for random effects #Main analysis tau <-pow(sd,-2) sd ~ dunif(0,2) #Sensitivity analysis (additional uninformative prior) #tau <-pow(sd,-2) #sd ~ dnorm(0,1) T(0,) #Sensitivity analysis (informative prior) #log.variance ~ dnorm(-3.23, (1/(1.88*1.88))) #variance <-exp(log.variance) #sd <-sqrt(variance) #tau <-1/variance #All pairwise treatment effects #Probability that each treatment is superior to every other treatment for(i in 1: NT 
